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TheResidue Theorem
↳rem (Cauchy's Residue Theorem)

Let U be a simple,
closed,

piecewise
smooth curve,

oriented counterclockwise.

If fis analytic inside

and on U exceptfor a

finite number
ofisolated

singularities Z.,zz,
Zn

of the function of that

lie inside V, then



If =2πRes(f;zm)k=1

U
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SureO210073
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roof: For each In
there is

a number 270
where

f is analytic on
D*(zn; (r)

and D(Zn; rn)
lies inside

U.

Pick each in so thatnone

of these deleted neighborhoods



overlap. LetUs be a

counter-clockwise oriented circle

centered atzu and contained

inside D*(Zn;/r). I
L

I

iiiI
From Math 4680, since f

is analytic on and in-between



2 and VisU2, ..., Jr, we know

St =ESe
3

Let's take a
look atSt

Inside of D*(zn, rn) we have

geta
Laurentseries:

- an(z-zul
f(z) = E ( -zk) n=

n =1

be(f.z-t
(n=1 -bi =2=ff(z)dz)



(fizu)
So, Sf =2Res(f; zn)

Thus, St =I If
k=1 Uk

=2 Res(fizu)
k=1 #



Elder S dZ

where I is
the circle

(z1 = 2

oriented counterclockwise.

Letfiz)=

f has isolated

singularities E
2
=0,zz

=1
-

inside ofJ.

Reside theorem says



If =2HiRes (+; 0) + (HiRes(f;l)

itisthe
Z

where 9(z)=E is analytic

at 0 and G(0) ===2 FO.

From our theorem in class

We have a pole oforder
m=1

And Res(fi0)-o



=
=q(u) =2

EleolateRes(fill

we na--f(z) = -

where g(z) =5z-2,h(z)
==

=

z

g and
h me analyticat 1.

g(1)
=3F0 2z- 1

h(1) =0

nis)
=2(1) - 1 =170

So, o has a simple pole at1,



And,
Res(fill=

=I =3

Thus,

If
=2πi[Res(fio) +Res(f;1)]

=2xr(2 +3]



Applicationstointegrals

·notes
L
onI- Improper integrals
Recall if f(x) is a

real-valued

function for XEIR
thatis

a then
defined forXY,

=inSfxx
a

Similarly if Iis defined

for x =a then



=Sexdx
If f is defined for all X-R

then

texx =[+xd
+fir(xbx]

for any a EIR.
x

Stxdxexists
iff both integrals

on the rightexist.



Eact: Suppose f: Rt IRis
even

[that is, f(-x)
=f(x) for all xeR]

Ifthe Carchy principal
value
-

off (which is R (ef(x1dx]
exists, then f(x)dr and Sf(xdx
existfor any

aeRR and
R

2 f(xdx =I f(x)dx
=lim[pf(x)dx
R+P

-

Hrof: Since of is even,

SY(xdx=Sfx1dX= I fIxdX
TakeRt.



#Let's calculate

,

nettiiee
So, f is even.

Thus,

x =led,



Think off as being a complex

functive now, in
2

f(z)=

Let's find the singularities
of fo

These occur when
z8+1 =0.

-1 =re*r=1
rots:
%(I +4)i

En= 1 · e ,k
=0,1,2,3,4,5



zo =eis zl

z,
=e zz Zo

zz
=2

zu
=2

=S4/6 ⑧ I ⑧

Es

-xiEs
:94673·

⑧ Es

=ei"*6 zu

Given RC1, letCr be the

upper half of the
circle

Iz1 =R oriented counterclockwise.

LetOR be the closed curve

formed by going along the



x-axis from -R to R

and then going along CR.
-

⑧ IS unm~z28F
-R

7 R

Thus, R

Sf(z)dz= SfEIdz +Sf(x-
this partis

a real integral
z=x where
- REX ER



We will calculate
3

SfzIdz=2HE, ResIfizR

and we will show

in f(zId
=0.

This will allow us tocalculate

/im f(x1dX=2π,ResIfizal
R =D


